Core evidence clinical impact summary {#S0001}
=====================================

Outcome measureEvidenceImplications**Disease-oriented evidence**Clinical trialsPertuzumab has been shown to be safe and effective in metastatic and early HER2-positive breast cancer.**Patient-oriented evidence**Clinical trialsPertuzumab has been demonstrated to be effective for progressive growth against trastuzumab single-agent treatment for metastatic HER2-positive breast cancer. On the other hand, pertuzumab does not appear to be beneficial in patients with node-negative, small primary tumors in adjuvant and neoadjuvant therapy for early HER2-positive breast cancer patients.**Economic evidence**ArticlesCost-effectiveness of pertuzumab is controversial and it is important to establish efficient methods for selecting which patients it is most suitable for, in order to improve the cost-effectiveness.

Introduction {#S0002}
============

Breast cancer is the most frequently diagnosed cancer and is the leading cause of cancer-related death among women, with an estimated 1.7 million cases and more than 500,000 deaths attributed to it worldwide.[@CIT0001] The human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) is overexpressed in roughly 15--20% of the breast cancers diagnosed.[@CIT0002],[@CIT0003] Before the development of HER2-targeting agents, overexpression of HER2 was associated with aggressive tumor proliferation and metastatic activity.[@CIT0003],[@CIT0004] High HER2 expression is an indicator of poor prognosis in breast cancer patients.[@CIT0005] Further understanding of the molecular mechanisms underlying HER2-positive oncogenesis has led to the development of a series of HER2-targeting agents, which have revolutionized the standard of care for HER2-positive breast cancers.[@CIT0006]

The HER family consists of epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR, also known as HER1), HER2, HER3, and HER4. This receptor family transduces signals by homo- or hetero-dimerization.[@CIT0007],[@CIT0008] HER1, HER3, and HER4 need to be ligand-bound in order to undergo conformational changes and rapid dimerization, whereas HER2 has a constitutively activated dimerization unit.[@CIT0005] Of the ten different HER homo- and hetero-dimer combinations, those containing HER2 endure for a long time and transmit strong signals, and are therefore associated with malignant growth.[@CIT0009] Moreover, HER2 overexpression promotes formation of HER2 heterodimers. HER2/HER3 dimerization has a particularly strong intracellular signal activity.[@CIT0010]--[@CIT0012] In contrast, dimer combinations that do not include HER2 have a weak signal activity. In non-cancerous tissues, these dimer combinations aid healthy cell growth, but will not lead to tumorigenesis.[@CIT0009] In conclusion, the HER2 receptor plays a crucial role in the network of cell signaling processes that control tumor development.

The clinicopathological importance of HER2 signaling pathways for treating HER2-positive metastatic breast cancers has become well recognized since a trastuzumab-based therapy was first described by Baselga et al.[@CIT0013] Trastuzumab inhibits downstream signaling not only by blocking HER2 homo-dimerization[@CIT0014] and ligand-stimulated HER2/HER3 hetero-dimerization,[@CIT0015] but it also inhibits the cleavage of the HER2 extracellular domain that prevents production of an active, truncated HER2 fragment.[@CIT0016],[@CIT0017] Moreover, trastuzumab induces antibody-dependent cell-mediated toxicity.[@CIT0018] The prognosis of both early-stage[@CIT0019],[@CIT0020] and metastatic[@CIT0021] HER2-positive breast cancer patients has drastically improved by trastuzumab.

However, therapeutic resistance to trastuzumab has become an increasingly important clinical issue. Approximately 15% of patients relapse after therapy, which indicates the presence of de novo or acquired resistance.[@CIT0017],[@CIT0022] The mechanisms underlying the development of resistance to trastuzumab are still under active investigation.[@CIT0023],[@CIT0024] Recently, various resistance mechanisms have been considered,[@CIT0025],[@CIT0026] including, but not limited to: 1) escape from antibody-dependent cell mediated cytotoxicity, 2) crosstalk between estrogen receptor and HER2 pathways, 3) intrinsic alterations in HER2 protein, 4) expression levels of HER2 mRNA and protein, 5) aberrant activation of pathways downstream of HER family proteins (ie PI3K/Akt/mTOR pathway), 6) alterations in apoptosis and cell cycle control, and 7) expression of other HER family proteins in the cellular membrane and their interaction. Ghost et al showed that trastuzumab blocks HER2 homodimer-, but not heterodimer-induced Erk (Extracellular Signal-regulated Kinase) 1/2 activity.[@CIT0014] This finding suggests that HER2 homodimer-activated signaling cascades are different from those activated by heterodimers of HER2 and other members of the HER family. Therefore, other strategies are needed for silencing these heterodimer-induced signaling pathways.

Pertuzumab is a recombinant, humanized, monoclonal antibody that binds to the extracellular dimerization domain II of HER2. Domain II is located on the opposite side of domain IV, where trastuzumab binds.[@CIT0027] Pertuzumab inhibits heterodimerization of HER2 with HER1, HER3, HER4,[@CIT0028]--[@CIT0030] and IGF-1R[@CIT0031] thereby inhibiting tumor cell growth downstream to ligand-dependent HER2 heterodimerization ([Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}).[@CIT0014] Pertuzumab efficiently inhibits in vitro tumor cell growth by blocking ligand-mediated HER2/HER3 heterodimerization, whereas trastuzumab is more efficient at inhibiting cell growth in the absence of HER3 ligand.[@CIT0028],[@CIT0032] HER2 overexpression in human breast cancers is associated with activation of HER3, but not of EGFR, highlighting the importance of therapeutic strategies that disrupt the critical HER2/HER3 heterodimer in HER2-positive breast cancers.[@CIT0032] These findings suggest that a combination of trastuzumab and pertuzumab can be used for treating HER2-overexpressing tumors.[@CIT0029]Figure 1The scheme of the trastuzumab and pertuzumab action. Trastuzumab binds to the extracellular domain (ECD) IV of the HER2 receptor, preventing not only the spontaneous formation of homodimers (HER2--HER2) but also ligand-independent heterodimers (HER2--HER3, HER2--HER1, and HER2--HER4). Pertuzumab binds to the dimerization domain of the HER2 receptor (ECD II), preventing ligand-dependent HER2 heterodimerization. Adapted by permission from the American Association for Cancer Research:  Metzger-Filho O, Winer EP, Krop I. Pertuzumab: Optimizing HER2 blockade. *Clin Cancer Res*. 2013;19(20):5552--5556. doi:10.1158/1078-0432.CCR-13-0518.[@CIT0030]

Other studies show that inhibition of HER2 phosphorylation in HER2-positive breast cancer cells by tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) targets HER1 and HER2. This leads to subsequent feedback upregulation of activated HER3, thus, limiting the inhibitory effect of TKIs.[@CIT0033],[@CIT0034] This regulation is supported by data showing that blocking HER3 at the cell surface, using an anti-HER3 antibody, might be an effective approach to optimize antitumor action of the HER2 antagonist. However, pharmacologic inhibition of HER3 alone may not be an effective single-agent therapy for HER2-positive breast cancer.[@CIT0035]

The importance of HER3-mediated signaling inhibition has also been demonstrated using xenograft models. Administration of pertuzumab to xenograft models already treated with trastuzumab induced tumor shrinkage, despite progressive growth against trastuzumab single-agent treatment.[@CIT0027],[@CIT0036]

Moreover, it has been shown that both trastuzumab and pertuzumab induce the activation of antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC)[@CIT0036] and complement-mediated cytotoxicity (CDC)[@CIT0037] pathways, which are crucial aspects of immune system-mediated antitumor activity. Trastuzumab and pertuzumab independently activated ADCC against HER2-positive tumor cells (with equal potency). However, increase in ADCC efficiency was not observed when both agents were used together. Targeting the tumor cells with either trastuzumab or pertuzumab alone had only a minor effect on CDC. However, combination therapy using trastuzumab or pertuzumab was found to be effective at killing tumor cells only when the complement regulatory proteins (eg, CD46, CD55, and CD59) were neutralized to circumvent complement resistance. These preclinical studies reveal that combination therapy with pertuzumab and trastuzumab would be very helpful in combating HER2-positive breast cancer.

A single-arm, phase II study in 2010 (BO17929) revealed that the combination of pertuzumab and trastuzumab was active and well tolerated in patients with metastatic HER2-positive breast cancer whose tumor had progressed during prior trastuzumab therapy.[@CIT0038] After that, several clinical trials were performed. In this review, we focused on the following clinical trials: WO20698 trial (CLEOPATRA)[@CIT0039]--[@CIT0041] in a palliative therapy, BO25126 trial (APHINITY)[@CIT0042] with adjuvant therapy, and WO20697 (NeoSphere)[@CIT0020],[@CIT0043] and BO22280 (TRYPHAENA)[@CIT0044],[@CIT0045] trials with neoadjuvant therapy. The outlines of the clinical trials are shown in [Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}.Table 1Summary of the CLEOPATRA, APHINITY, NeoSphere, and TRYPHAENA clinical trialsTrial^reference^Key Eligibility CriteriaArmsPrimary endpointCLEOPATRA[@CIT0039]18 years or older\
metastatic\
HER2+ (IHC 3+ or FISH+)\
ECOG PS =0 or 1\
LVEF\>50%\
no treatment for metastatic disease\
no central nervous system metastasisPer+Tra+DTx\
Placebo+Tra+DTxPFSAPHINITY[@CIT0042]18 years or older\
non metastatic, first time breast cancer\
HER2+ (IHC 3+ or FISH+)\
ECOG PS =0 or 1\
tumor diameter \>1.0 cm or node positive\
LVEF\>55%Per+Tra+Chemotherapy\
Placebo+Tra+Chemotherapy\
(Chemotherapy included anthracyclin\
and/or taxane-base treatment)IDFSNeoSphere[@CIT0020]Non metastatic, unilateral breast cancer\
no other malignancies\
HER2+ (IHC 3+ or FISH+)\
tumor diameter \>2.0 cm or inflammatory\
LVEF\>55%Tra+DTx followed by operation, FEC with Tra\
Per+Tra+DTx followed by operation, FEC with Tra\
Per+Tra followed by operation, FEC, and DTx with Tra\
Per+DTx followed by operation, FEC with TrabpCRTRYPHAENA[@CIT0044]Non metastatic, unilateral breast cancer\
no exposure for anticancer therapy\
HER2+ (IHC 3+ or FISH+)\
tumor diameter \>2.0 cm or inflammatory\
LVEF\>55%FEC+Per+Tra followed by DTx+Per+Tra, operation, and Tra\
FEC followed by DTx+Per+Tra operation, and Tra\
DTx+CBDCA+Per+Tra followed by operation and TraIncidence of LVSD[^1]

Safety {#S0003}
======

Cardiac dysfunction {#S0003-S2001}
-------------------

Among the potential side effects of HER2 targeted therapy, cardiac dysfunction is one that has potentially severe consequences. HER family members play a crucial role in normal cardiac development.[@CIT0046] Mice with embryonic lethal HER2 or HER4 knockout have malformed cardiac ventricles.[@CIT0047],[@CIT0048] Cardiac-restricted deletion of HER2 leads to dilated cardiomyopathy, and reduced tolerance to fluid overload in mice.[@CIT0049],[@CIT0050] It has been shown that heregulin stimulates proliferation and inhibits apoptosis in neonatal and adult cardiac myocytes that constitutively express HER2 and HER4.[@CIT0051] Thus, targeting HER2 may alter signals necessary for cardiac myocyte survival leading to cardiotoxicity. Trastuzumab-induced cardiotoxicity is the primary, dose-limiting adverse event in HER2-positive breast cancer patients treated with trastuzumab.[@CIT0052] In a retrospective review where the patients were administered with either a combination of trastuzumab, anthracycline, and cyclophosphamide, or a combination of trastuzumab and paclitaxel, the risks of the cardiotoxicity were 27% and 13%, respectively.[@CIT0053] The rate of severe heart failure (New York Heart Association \[NYHA\] class III or IV) reportedly ranges from 0.5‬--4.1% in adjuvant therapy clinical trials with trastuzumab.[@CIT0019],[@CIT0054]--[@CIT0057] Therefore, cardiotoxicity was studied by researchers in each of the clinical trials. In the CLEOPATRA trial,[@CIT0039] left ventricular systolic dysfunction (any grade) was reported more frequently in the control group (8.3%) than in the pertuzumab group (4.4%). However, there was no significant difference in the percentage of severe left ventricular dysfunction in the control group versus the pertuzumab group. In the APHINITY trial,[@CIT0042] primary cardiac events occurred in 17 patients (0.7%) in the pertuzumab group, and in 8 patients (0.3%) in the placebo group. Fifteen patients in the pertuzumab group, and 6 patients in the placebo group had NYHA class III or IV heart failure with a substantial decrease in left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF); it is noteworthy that two patients in each group died from cardiac failure. In the pertuzumab group, a primary cardiac event occurred in 15 patients (0.8%) in the anthracycline cohort, and 2 patients (0.4%) in the non-anthracycline cohort. Secondary cardiac events occurred in 64 patients (2.7%) in the pertuzumab group and in 67 patients (2.8%) in the placebo group. In the NeoSphere trial,[@CIT0020] the mean maximum decrease in LVEF measurement was low (4--5%), and was similar across treatment groups. No significant change was detected when a combination therapy of pertuzumab and trastuzumab was used; the LVEF did not decrease to less than 40% at any time during the study period in any of the patients. In the TRYPHAENA trial,[@CIT0044] the incidence of symptomatic left ventricular systolic dysfunction (LVSD), as well as significant reduction in LVEF, was low across all arms of the study. Two patients (2.7%) in the pertuzumab treatment arm of the trial experienced symptomatic LVSD during neoadjuvant treatment. Only 1 of the 223 patients (0.4%) who had received trastuzumab and pertuzumab in combination with standard chemotherapy drugs---fluorouracil, epirubicin, and cyclophosphamide (FEC)---developed symptomatic LVSD during the neoadjuvant treatment.

Similarly, in a phase II, open-label, multicenter, multinational cardiac safety study (BERENICE),[@CIT0058] the overall incidences of NYHA class III or IV heart failure during neoadjuvant treatment were low and consistent with those observed in the TRYPHAENA study. Notably, the BERENICE study involved a longer neoadjuvant period (8 versus 6 chemotherapy cycles). A retrospective study concluded that a combination of trastuzumab and pertuzumab did not increase the risk of cardiotoxicity following a doxorubicin-based regimen.[@CIT0059] In the PERUSE trial[@CIT0060] a global, open-label, single-arm, phase IIIb study evaluating the safety and tolerability of pertuzumab in combination with trastuzumab and a taxane---LVEF remained above 50% in 86% of the patients. As stated above, cardiotoxicity from pertuzumab treatment is significantly lower than that in trastuzumab treatment, and the combination of these agents with trastuzumab did not significantly increase the adverse cardiac events.

In these studies, cardiac dysfunction was resolved after the study was discontinued, and patients were given medication to remedy the symptoms. In in vitro studies, ranolazine, a drug used in the clinic to treat chronic angina and ischemia, attenuated not only the cardiotoxic side effects of trastuzumab, but also those of pertuzumab when used in combinatorial treatments in cardiac cell lines.[@CIT0061] These agents may rescue HER2-positive breast cancer patients from treatment-induced cardiac dysfunction. To prevent severe iatrogenic heart failure, scheduled monitoring of heart function is recommended.

Other adverse effects {#S0003-S2002}
---------------------

Adverse effects from clinical trials are reported in [Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}. In the CLEOPATRA trial,[@CIT0039] the incidences of grade 3 or higher febrile neutropenia, and diarrhea were higher by at least 2% in the pertuzumab group as compared to the control group. Interestingly, the incidence of febrile neutropenia (grade 3 or higher) among patients from Asia was 12% in the control group, and 26% in the pertuzumab group. In all other geographic regions, the incidence was 10% or less in both groups. In the APHINITY trial,[@CIT0042] the largest absolute difference in adverse effects between the treatment groups was found for diarrhea (9.8% in the pertuzumab group and 3.7% in the placebo group). During targeted therapy alone, after cessation of chemotherapy, the incidence of grade 3 or higher diarrhea was 0.5% in the pertuzumab group, and 0.2% in the placebo group. In the NeoSphere trial,[@CIT0020] the most frequently occurring adverse events were alopecia, neutropenia, diarrhea, nausea, fatigue, rash, and mucosal inflammation, but most adverse events were of grades 1 or 2. The number of serious adverse events was similar in chemotherapy treatment arms, with 15--20 serious adverse events per group in 10--17% of patients, but lower in the pertuzumab and trastuzumab treatment arm. In the TRYPHAENA trial,[@CIT0044] diarrhea, alopecia, and nausea (all grades) were reported in more than 50% of patients across all arms during the neoadjuvant treatment period. Neutropenia, febrile neutropenia, and leukopenia were the most frequently reported at grade 3 or higher. The most common severe adverse effect was febrile neutropenia.Table 2Primary adverse effects reported from the CLEOPATRA, APHINITY, NeoSphere, and TRYPHAENA trialTrialCLEOPATRAAPHINITYRegimensTra + DTx +Adjuvant chemotherapy with Tra +Placebo (N=397)Per (N=407)Placebo (N=2405)Per (N=2364)GradeGrade 1/2Grade3/4Grade 1/2Grade 3/4All gradeGrade 3/4/5All gradeGrade 3/4/5Diarrhea46%5%67%8%45%4%71%10%Constipation25%1%15%0%32%0.3%29%0.5%Nausea42%0.5%42%1%65%2%69%2%Vomiting24%2%24%1%30%2%32%2%Decreased appetite3%0.5%12%0%20%0.4%24%0.8%Neutropenia50%46%53%49%23%10%25%16%Febrile Neutropenia8%7%14%13%11%11%12%12%Fatigue37%3%37%2%44%3%49%4%Asthenia30%2%26%2%21%2%21%1%Rash24%0.8%34%0.7%20%0.2%26%0.4%Peripheral edema30%0.8%23%0.5%20%0.2%17%0Mucosal inflammation20%1%28%1%19%0.7%23%2%Alopecia60%0.3%61%0%67%\<0.1%67%\<0.1%**TrialNeoSphere (Neoadjuvant period)RegimensTra + DTxPer + Tra +DTxPer +TraPer + DTx(N=107)(N=107)(N=108)(N=94)GradeAll gradeGrade 3/4/5All gradeGrade 3/4/5All gradeGrade 3/4/5All gradeGrade 3/4/5**Diarrhea34%4%46%6%28%054%4%ConstipationNo dataNo dataNo dataNo dataNo dataNo dataNo dataNo dataNausea36%038%014%036%1%Vomiting12%013%05%016%2%Decreased appetite7%014%02%015%0Neutropenia64%59.0%50%45%0.9%0.9%65%)57%Febrile Neutropenia7%7%8%8%007%7%Fatigue27%026%0.9%12%026%1%Asthenia18%021%2%3%016.0%2%Rash21%2%26%2%11%029%1%Peripheral edema10%03%00.9%05%0Mucosal inflammation21%026%2%3%026%0Alopecia66%065%03%067%0TrialTRYPHAENA (Neoadjuvant period)RegimensFEC + Per + Her followed by Per + Tra + DTxFEC Followed by Per + Tra + DTxPer + Her + DTx + CDBCA(N=72)(N=75)(N=76)GradeAll gradeGrade 3/4/5All gradeGrade 3/4/5All gradeGrade 3/4/5Diarrhea61%4%61%5%72%12%Constipation18%023%016%0Nausea53%053%3%45%0Vomiting40%036%3%39%5%Decreased appetite21%011%021%0Neutropenia51%47%47%43%49%46%Febrile Neutropenia18%18%9%9%17%17%Fatigue36%036%042%4%Asthenia10%015%1%13%1%Rash19%011%021%1%Peripheral edema11%04%09%0Mucosal inflammation24%020%017%1%Alopecia49%052%055%0[^2][^3]

Diarrhea {#S0003-S2003}
--------

In these four trials, diarrhea is considered the most common adverse effect of pertuzumab. A meta-analysis showed that among all the adverse effects, the incidence of diarrhea (odds ratio \[OR\] 2.310, 95% confidence interval \[CI\] 1.818--2.936), rash (OR 1.848, 95% CI 1.094--3.122), and febrile neutropenia (OR 1.672, 95% CI 1.130--2.474) were of statistical significance, which meant that pertuzumab played a prominent role in causing diarrhea.[@CIT0063] HER1 and HER2 are expressed on intestinal epithelial cell membranes, and act in concert to negatively regulate chloride secretion via the phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K) and protein kinase C (PKC) pathways.[@CIT0064] As such, excess chloride secretion potentially contributes to secretory diarrhea observed in up to 87% of the patients treated with TKIs.[@CIT0064],[@CIT0065] This mechanism differs from that observed in chemotherapy-induced diarrhea, which is secondary to mucositis of the gastrointestinal tract.[@CIT0066] According to an article which summarizes data from the CLEOPATRA, NeoSphere, and TRYPHAENA trials,[@CIT0067] most diarrheal episodes by pertuzumab-containing regimens were grade 1 (range: 21--54%) and grade 2 (range: 8--37%). Moreover, among patients with metastatic breast cancer, 2% of the patients in the pertuzumab arm of the CLEOPATRA trial discontinued their participation because of diarrhea-related complications, compared to 0.5% of the participants in the control arm. None of the patients discontinued their participation after diarrheal episodes in the early-stage breast cancer studies (NeoSphere and TRYPHAENA). Irrespective of treatment, patients under 65 years old exhibited similar rates of all grades of diarrhea. However, in the pertuzumab-containing arm, grade 3 or higher diarrhea occurred more frequently among patients older than 65 years of age. Elderly patients receiving pertuzumab also had higher rates of drug discontinuation, and dose delays from diarrhea compared to patients in the control arm. Asian patients appeared to have a higher incidence of all grades of diarrhea compared to white patients, who had grade 3 diarrhea or higher, regardless of treatment. However, dose delays due to diarrhea were more frequent in white patients (8%) than in Asian patients (4%). A study of elderly women in South Asia showed no difference between the rate of diarrheal episodes in pertuzumab-containing regimens (55%), and non-pertuzumab-containing regimens (54%) in neoadjuvant therapy.[@CIT0068] These results suggest that diarrhea is important in Asian or elderly patients populations.

Among patients with diarrhea, a larger proportion of patients across all pertuzumab-containing arms in the CLEOPATRA, NeoSphere, and TRYPHAENA trials received antidiarrheal treatment relative to the study arms not containing pertuzumab. Loperamide was the most frequently prescribed medication, and was administrated to 31--60% of patients who experienced diarrhea.[@CIT0067] Loperamide is a phenylpiperidine opioid that possesses antisecretory properties; it slows intestinal transit time by stimulating μ-opioid receptors in the myenteric plexus, and blocks the intestinal calcium channels.[@CIT0069] The efficacy of loperamide in treating pertuzumab-associated diarrhea is unknown. Crofelemer is currently in a phase II, randomized, open-label trial to prevent and prophylactically treat pertuzumab-induced therapeutic diarrhea (HALT-D).[@CIT0070] Further investigation is warranted.

Efficacy {#S0004}
========

Palliative therapy {#S0004-S2001}
------------------

In a single arm, phase II study (BO17929 trial), treatment with pertuzumab and trastuzumab was beneficial in patients with HER2-positive metastatic breast cancer.[@CIT0038] In this study, 66 patients with advanced HER2-positive breast cancer, where disease progression had occurred prior to trastuzumab-based therapy, received trastuzumab weekly or every three weeks, and pertuzumab every three weeks (840 mg loading dose, then 420 mg every three weeks). The objective response rate was 24.2%, and the clinical benefit rate was 50%.

In the CLEOPATRA trial, the median, independently assessed progression-free survival (PFS) was prolonged from 12.4 months in the control group, to 18.5 months in the pertuzumab group (hazard ratio \[HR\] for progression or death, 0.62; 95% CI, 0.51--0.75; *P*\<0.001). Pertuzumab decreased the HR regardless of whether trastuzumab had been prescribed with or without adjuvant or neoadjuvant chemotherapy. In the final analysis (median follow-up period was about 50 months for each arm),[@CIT0041] 168 deaths were reported among 402 patients (41.8%) in the pertuzumab group, and 221 deaths were reported among 406 patients (54.4%) in the control group (HR favoring the pertuzumab group, 0.68; 95% CI, 0.56--0.84; *P*\<0.001). The median overall survival (OS) was 56.5 months (95% CI, 49.3 to not reached) in the pertuzumab group, and 40.8 months (95% CI, 35.8--48.3) in the control group, a difference of 15.7 months. The median duration of response was 20.2 months in the pertuzumab group (95% CI, 16.0--24.0), and 12.5 months in the control group (95% CI, 10.0--15.0). The overall response rate was 80.2%. From this trial, first-line therapy with pertuzumab, trastuzumab, and docetaxel significantly improved OS among patients with HER2-positive metastatic breast cancer, compared with placebo, trastuzumab, and docetaxel.

Adjuvant therapy {#S0004-S2002}
----------------

In the APHINITY trial,[@CIT0042] invasive disease events were reported in 171 patients (7.1%) in the pertuzumab group, and 210 patients (8.7%) in the placebo group. The rate of survival from lack of invasive disease over 3 years was 94.1% in the pertuzumab group, and 93.2% in the placebo group, with a HR for an invasive disease event of 0.81 (95% CI, 0.66--1.00; *P*=0.045) in favor of pertuzumab. If the occurrence of a second primary non-breast cancer was included, the number of patients with an event increased to 189 in the pertuzumab group, and 230 in the placebo group, resulting in a significant difference between the groups (HR, 0.82; 95% CI, 0.68 to 0.99; *P*=0.04). The addition of pertuzumab to chemotherapy and trastuzumab as an adjuvant treatment also improved outcomes among patients with HER2-positive early breast cancer.

Neoadjuvant therapy {#S0004-S2003}
-------------------

In the NeoSphere trial,[@CIT0020] the primary endpoint was pathological complete response (pCR) rate in the breast (defined as ypT0/by TNM classification of malignant tumors). A pCR was achieved in 31 of the 107 women administered with trastuzumab plus docetaxel (29.0%, 95% CI 20.6--38.5%), compared to 49 in women (n=107) administered with a combination of pertuzumab, trastuzumab, and docetaxel (45.8%, CI 36.1--55.7%) (*P*=0.0141). In comparison, 23 of the 96 women administered with pertuzumab plus docetaxel had pCR (24.0%, 15.8--33.7%), and 18 of the 107 women treated with both anti-HER2 antibodies but without chemotherapy (16.8%, CI 10.3--25.3%) had pCR. Most patients achieved an objective response (complete response or partial response) in the primary lesion. As noted for pCR, the greatest clinical response was reported in pertuzumab, trastuzumab, and docetaxel study arms. The investigators noted that there were not many patients with insufficient therapeutic responses during the neoadjuvant treatment period, although numbers were higher in the study arm with anti-HER2 antibodies without chemotherapy. There were no patients in the trastuzumab and docetaxel arm, 1 patient in pertuzumab, trastuzumab, and docetaxel arm, 7 patients in the pertuzumab and trastuzumab arm, and 1 patient in pertuzumab and docetaxel arm. In the TRYPHAENA trial,[@CIT0044] the primary endpoint was safety and pCR rate in the breast. In this trial, all the patients were prescribed pertuzumab with chemotherapy. pCR rate in the breast was consistently high and similar across all treatment groups (approximately 60%). This result was similar to that of the NeoSphere trial. When pCR was defined as ypT0 and ypN0, about 50% of patients achieved pCR.

The NeoSphere study was not designed to assess long term outcomes, but a 5-year PFS rate was calculated to be 86% for the pertuzumab, trastuzumab, and docetaxel study arm (95% CI: 77--91%), compared to 81% for the trastuzumab and docetaxel study arm (95% CI: 71--87%). The HR for PFS was 0.69 (95% CI: 0.34--1.40). The 5-year disease-free survival (DFS) rates were 81% in the trastuzumab and docetaxel study arm, and 84% in the pertuzumab, trastuzumab, and docetaxel study arm. The HR of DFS was 0.60 (95% CI: 0.28--1.27).[@CIT0071]

The overall response rate for locally recurrent or metastatic HER2-positive breast cancer was 80% in the CLEOPATRA and the PERUSE trials,[@CIT0060] The pCR rate was approximately 60% in the BERENICE trial,[@CIT0058] 67--68% in the TRAIN-2 trial[@CIT0072] an open-label, randomized controlled, phase III trial---and about 50% in the KRISTINE trial,[@CIT0073] a randomized, multicenter, open-label, phase III trial. These results suggested that pertuzumab can be effectively used in combination with trastuzumab and chemotherapy for treating HER2-positive breast cancer patients.

Place in therapy {#S0005}
================

Clinical features of patients {#S0005-S2001}
-----------------------------

Most of the clinical trials revealed efficacy of pertuzumab in treating HER2-positive early, advanced, and metastatic breast cancer. However, subgroup analysis from each trial pointed out that some patient populations did not benefit from the treatment. In this section, we discuss these subgroups and other related studies to define appropriate use of pertuzumab.

In the CLEOPATRA trial, the effect of pertuzumab-based treatment on PFS and overall survival (OS) was maintained in almost all subgroups investigated.[@CIT0040],[@CIT0041] However, the HR for OS in the non-visceral disease subgroup was 1.11 (95% CI: 0.66--1.85). The authors noted that small patient populations, and data with wide confidence intervals limited the interpretation of data among patients in the subgroup with non-visceral disease. They also noted that a relatively small proportion of patients in this subgroup died (32.6% overall) after a long survival time, with a median that was not reached in the pertuzumab group but was 61.5 months in the control group. On the other hand, HR of patients who received adjuvant or neoadjuvant trastuzumab treatment had similar PFS and OS (0.75 and 0.80, respectively), although the number in this subgroup was also small.

In the APHINITY trial,[@CIT0042] preplanned subgroup analysis revealed that there was no difference between subgroups categorized by age. However, the number of invasive-disease events was low among patients with node-negative disease (32 of 897 patients in the pertuzumab group, and 29 of 902 patients in the placebo group). There was no detectable effect of the treatment (HR, 1.13; 95% CI, 0.68--1.86; *P*=0.64). In the cohort of patients with node-positive disease, 139 patients (9.2%) in the pertuzumab group and 181 patients (12.1%) in the placebo group had invasive-disease events. The rate of survival from lack of invasive disease over 3 years was 92.0% in the pertuzumab group, and 90.2% in the placebo group (HR for an invasive disease event, 0.77; 95% CI, 0.62--0.96; *P*=0.02). The lack of efficacy noted in node-negative disease was predicted to be a result of a low recurrence rate.[@CIT0074] Node-negative enrollment accounted for 36% of the patients in the APHINITY trial, which is higher than the 12% in the N9831 and B-31 trials which assessed the efficacy and safety of adding trastuzumab to paclitaxel followed by trastuzumab alone after completion of doxorubicin and cyclophosphamide chemotherapy,[@CIT0057] possibly diluting a potential benefit. This could have also accounted for an unexpected 93.2% 3-year DFS, compared to 86.7% 3.5-year DFS in the N9831 and B-31 trials, and approximately 90% 3 to 5-year DFS in other trastuzumab trials.[@CIT0019],[@CIT0075],[@CIT0076] Excellent prognosis was also obtained in the APT trial.[@CIT0077] The 3-year rate of invasive disease-free survival was 98.7% (95% CI: 97.6--99.8%) for node-negative patients whose tumor size was no greater than 3 cm. Pertuzumab does not appear to be beneficial in patient with node-negative, small primary tumors.

In the NeoSphere trial,[@CIT0043] exploratory subgroup analyses suggested an association between total pCR (ypT0 with ypN0) and PFS when all treatment groups were combined. 5-year PFS rates were 85% (95% CI: 76--91%) for patients who achieved total pCR, compared with 76% (95% CI: 71--81%) in patients who did not achieve total pCR (HR 0.54 \[95% CI: 0.29--1.00\]). Results were consistent between hormone receptor-negative and positive disease. These results suggest that pertuzumab may not be effective for patients without visceral metastases in palliative settings, nor with nodal-negative, small primary tumor in adjuvant therapy.

Treatment regimens {#S0005-S2002}
------------------

In metastatic breast cancer patients, the duration of chemotherapy treatment periods directly associated with a detrimental impact on their quality of life (QoL). Meta-analysis found that longer durations of chemotherapy resulted in significant improvements in PFS and OS in patients with metastatic breast cancer.[@CIT0078] In contrast, a study of exploratory *post hoc* analysis of the CLEOPATRA trial data indicated that receiving more than 6 cycles of docetaxel was not associated with significant clinical benefits compared with the recommended minimum of 6 cycles (PFS HR = 0.80, 95% CI: 0.63--1.01, *P*=0.0640; OS HR = 0.88, 95% CI: 0.69--1.12, *P*=0.3073).[@CIT0079] This exploratory analysis is limited by several factors, including moderate imbalances in patient characteristics between docetaxel treatment groups, small patient numbers in some subgroups, and the categorization of patients based on non-randomized factors. Therefore, these results should be interpreted with caution and confirmed in a randomized study.

In the PERUSE study,[@CIT0060] docetaxel was compared with paclitaxel and nab-paclitaxel. The median number of their treatment cycles was six, seven, and six, respectively. The safety profile of pertuzumab, trastuzumab, and taxane regimens in the PERUSE trial was generally consistent with results obtained in the CLEOPATRA trial. In these trials, the adverse events associated with the treatment regimens were diarrhea, alopecia, nausea, fatigue, and hematological toxicities. However, there was a notably lower incidence of neutropenia and febrile neutropenia in the PERUSE trial compared with the CLEOPATRA trial. This could be explained in part by the chemotherapy backbone, as incidences of febrile neutropenia were more similar between CLEOPATRA (14%), and the docetaxel subgroup of PERUSE (11%). The PFS and overall response rate were similar in these two trials, although we must be cautious about cross-trial comparisons. Other studies demonstrated the efficacy and tolerability of weekly paclitaxel treatment with pertuzumab and trastuzumab.[@CIT0080],[@CIT0081]

Some groups selected other chemotherapeutic agents to use in combination with pertuzumab and trastuzumab. Eribulin and vinorelbine were investigated as the first-line therapy for metastatic or recurrent cancer. The SBCCSG-36 trial[@CIT0082] a small size, single arm, phase II study---demonstrated that the efficacy of eribulin-containing regimens was equivalent to that of the CLEOPATRA study. In a cohort of the VELVET trial,[@CIT0083],[@CIT0084] the overall response rate was broadly similar, but median PFS and duration of response were reduced when vinorelbine was used in combination with the two monoclonal antibodies, rather than docetaxel. The PHEREXA study[@CIT0085] showed that the median OS was increased by 8 months on using pertuzumab with trastuzumab plus capecitabine from trastuzumab and capecitabine group for second-line therapy, despite a modest increase in PFS. No new safety considerations were introduced after addition of pertuzumab to trastuzumab and capecitabine. The randomized, phase III neoadjuvant GeparSepto trial showed a significant increase from 29% to 38% (*P*=0.00065) in the proportion of patients achieving total pCR (ypT0 and ypN0) with weekly nab-paclitaxel. This treatment was compared to solubilized paclitaxel treatment (weekly) followed by epirubicin plus cyclophosphamide treatment in patients with primary, high-risk early breast cancer.[@CIT0086]

In contrast, chemotherapy-free treatments may be effective yet safe for elderly or ineligible patients. The ongoing RESPECT trial[@CIT0087] is investigating the benefits of trastuzumab monotherapy, with respect to combination therapy of trastuzumab and chemotherapy in women over 70 years old with HER2-positive cancer, as a post-operative adjuvant therapy. The results from this trial may become a reference point for elderly or ineligible patients to choose a chemotherapy-free treatment with dual HER2 blockage. Further studies will result in the development of more alternative approaches for identifying patient-oriented chemotherapeutic agents that work with pertuzumab and trastuzumab.

Achieving pCR is remarkable in neoadjuvant therapy because most of the clinical trials concluded that pCR was associated with PFS. As mentioned in the efficacy section, insufficient therapeutic response rate increased in both study arms in the NeoSphere trials that did not complement the use of anti-HER2 antibodies with chemotherapy. The pCR rate in the pertuzumab and docetaxel study arm, and the pertuzumab and trastuzumab study arm was significantly lower than that of the pertuzumab, trastuzumab, and docetaxel arm. Therefore, chemotherapeutic agents and trastuzumab are beneficial in neoadjuvant therapy with pertuzumab. However, an optimal chemotherapy backbone for dual HER2 blockade in the neoadjuvant setting has not been identified.

Various treatment regimens have been attempted to resolve this issue. In the BERENICE trial,[@CIT0058] dose-dense anthracycline therapy was compared to traditional FEC therapy. In HER2-positive patients whose median age was 49.0 years, pCR rates were 61.8% in the study arm with dose-dense doxorubicin treatment plus cyclophosphamide that was followed up 2 weeks later by weekly paclitaxel injections (95% CI: 54.7--68.6%), and 60.7% in the study arm with FEC treatment followed by docetaxel (95% CI: 53.6--67.5%). In the TRAIN-2 trial,[@CIT0072] anthracycline-free regimens were evaluated for stage II or III patients. Similarly high proportions of pathological pCR were achieved with anthracyclines (67%) or without anthracyclines (68%). However, we have to consider that the patients in the non-anthracycline group received 9 cycles of paclitaxel (80 mg/m^2^ on days 1 and 8), and carboplatin (area under the concentration-time curve \[AUC\] 6 mg/mL per min on day 1, or AUC 3 mg/mL per min on days 1 and 8, as per hospital preference). The KRISTINE trial[@CIT0073],[@CIT0088] confirmed that in patients with HER2-positive stage II or III breast cancer, neoadjuvant treatment using docetaxel, carboplatin, and trastuzumab plus pertuzumab, was associated with a larger proportion of patients achieving pCR (56%), and more patients receiving breast-conserving surgery than trastuzumab emtansine plus pertuzumab (44%). However, compared with the chemotherapy-based regimen, trastuzumab emtansine plus pertuzumab was associated with fewer serious grade 3 or 4 adverse events, and longer maintenance of patient-reported health-related QoL and physical function. Selecting the chemotherapeutic backbone based on the patients' condition is essential.

Biomarkers {#S0005-S2003}
----------

Initially, HER3 mRNA was predicted to be a biomarker for active ligand-induced HER2--HER3 signaling, with low HER3 mRNA levels correlating with clinical benefit from pertuzumab.[@CIT0089],[@CIT0090] However, a comprehensive prospective analysis of the biomarker data from the CLEOPATRA demonstrated that HER2 is the only marker suited for patient selection for the trastuzumab plus pertuzumab-based regimen in HER2-positive metastatic breast cancer.[@CIT0091] The same results were observed by an exploratory analysis of the TRYPHAENA trial,[@CIT0092] but the investigation revealed that lower pCR rates were observed in patients with tumors carrying *PIK3CA* mutations; however, this was not statistically significant. *PIK3CA* mutations correlated with a better prognosis in a series of untreated patients with HER2-positive cancer.[@CIT0093] Further exploratory studies are expected to validate biomarkers of pertuzumab-sensitive cancers.

From an immunological perspective, a retrospective analysis of the CLEOPATRA trial[@CIT0094] revealed that increased number of stromal tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) was significantly associated with improved OS in patients with HER2-positive metastatic breast cancer, treated with either pertuzumab or placebo combined with docetaxel and trastuzumab. However, it is still unclear how a combination of pertuzumab, trastuzumab, and docetaxel, is beneficial for the development of anti-tumor immunity. A group has reported that fucose was important for ADCC activity, and removal of the terminal sialic acid could enhance both ADCC (2 to 4-fold) and CDC (5-fold) activity of pertuzumab.[@CIT0095] Poorly sialylated pertuzumab can also lead to an increased clearance rate in mice, and co-injection with asialofetuin could protect the desialylated pertuzumab against asialoglycoprotein receptor-induced endocytosis in hepatocytes.[@CIT0095] Therefore, it is necessary to comprehensively examine not only the pharmacodynamics and contribution of the immune system, but also the pharmacokinetics of pertuzumab.

Cost-effectiveness {#S0005-S2004}
------------------

The above studies demonstrate the significant efficacy of pertuzumab. However, the pertuzumab treatment is quite expensive. Therefore, the cost-effectiveness of pertuzumab has been thoroughly discussed. The first study was reported in Canada[@CIT0096] comparing the cost-effectiveness of docetaxel, trastuzumab, and pertuzumab combination therapy for locally advanced, inflammatory, or early HER2-positive breast cancer based on dual analyses of the NeoSphere trial and the TRYPHAENA trial. In this setting, pertuzumab was found to be more cost-effective, costing \$25,388 and \$46,196, respectively, per quality-adjusted life-year (QALY) gained. This group concluded that the addition of pertuzumab to neoadjuvant therapy is an attractive treatment option for HER2-positive early breast cancer patients. On the other hand, the incorporation of pertuzumab into a standard regimen of docetaxel and trastuzumab for treating metastatic HER2-overexpressing breast cancer was found not to provide enough benefit considering the cost of interventions generally deemed cost-effective in the United States.[@CIT0097] A similar result was published in Mexico.[@CIT0098] Another study suggested that incorporating pertuzumab into the available treatment regimens for HER2-positive early breast cancer was likely to be cost-effective for patients at a high risk of recurrence.[@CIT0099] Detailed analysis of the patient selection criteria in various clinical trials is necessary to ensure that prescribing pertuzumab is a cost-effective solution.

For other HER2-positive cancers {#S0005-S2005}
-------------------------------

Some studies have tried to apply pertuzumab-containing regimen to HER2-overexpressing solid tumors. In MyPathway trial[@CIT0100] an ongoing, multicenter, phase IIa study that combines multiple basket studies under an adaptable master protocol---, objective responses were seen in nine primary tumor types: colorectal, bladder, biliary, salivary gland, pancreas, ovary, prostate, skin, and non-small-cell lung cancer. Trastuzumab in combination with chemotherapy improved OS of patients with HER2-positive advanced gastric or gastro-esophageal junction cancer in ToGA trial,[@CIT0101] therefore, pertuzumab was also expected the therapeutic effect for HER2-positive non-breast solid cancers. However, no clinical trials, including JACOB trial[@CIT0102] for metastatic gastric or gastro-esophageal junction cancer and PENELOPE trial[@CIT0103] for platinum-resistant ovarian carcinoma with low tumor HER3 mRNA expression, were able to prove the benefit of pertuzumab yet. Further exploration of biomarkers or partner therapeutic agents will be needed for clinical application of pertuzumab to the treatment of non-breast solid tumors.

Future directions {#S0005-S2006}
-----------------

Ongoing clinical trials of pertuzumab for breast cancer were listed in [Table S1](#ST0001). Some groups tried to apply pertuzumab with atezolizumab, an anti-PD-L1 monoclonal antibody which prolonged PFS among patients with metastatic triple negative breast cancer.[@CIT0104] Connolly and colleagues showed that early changes in tumor maximum standardized uptake values corrected for lean body mass on \[18F\] fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography/computed tomography predicted response to four cycles of pertuzumab and trastuzumab therapy in estrogen receptor-negative, HER2-positive breast cancer in the neoadjuvant setting.[@CIT0105] Results of these clinical trials will suggest more practical usage and more efficient selective methods of patients for pertuzumab-containing regimens.

Conclusion {#S0006}
==========

Pertuzumab and trastuzumab bind to different sites on the HER2 receptor. Consequently, these two drugs achieve antitumor activity complementarily. Pertuzumab not only prolonged PFS for metastatic breast cancer patients, but also improved outcome of early breast cancer patients. However, the therapeutic benefit of pertuzumab is relatively small for patients with non-visceral metastases or with node-negative, small primary tumor. Moreover, we have to pay attention for cardiac dysfunction and diarrhea as the adverse effect. From the point view of risk-benefit balance and cost-effectiveness, it is important to discover new biomarkers and efficient regimens for pertuzumab by future studies.

Supplementary material {#S0008}
======================

Table S1Ongoing clinical trials of pertuzumab for breast cancer patientsPhasesEnrollmentStudy TypeStudy DesignsMaskingStart Date2258InterventionalRandomized, Parallel Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)17-02-2012288InterventionalSingle Group Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)30-01-20142401InterventionalNon-Randomized, Parallel Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)14-07-20141, 215InterventionalSingle Group Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)05-09-20143329InterventionalRandomized, Parallel Assignment; for TreatmentTriple (Participant, Investigator, Outcomes Assessor)14-03-20163243InterventionalRandomized, Parallel Assignment; for TreatmentDouble (Participant, Investigator)13-09-2016269InterventionalSingle Group Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)01-01-2011210InterventionalSingle Group Assignment; for OtherNone (Open Label)01-10-2012223InterventionalSingle Group Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)01-03-20132208InterventionalRandomized, Parallel Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)03-03-2013280InterventionalRandomized, Parallel Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)01-06-2013135ObservationalProspective CohortNone (Open Label)14-06-2013265InterventionalSingle Group Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)17-07-2013Early 140InterventionalRandomized, Parallel Assignment; for DiagnosticNone (Open Label)01-09-2013250InterventionalSingle Group Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)01-09-2013230InterventionalSingle Group Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)01-10-20133312InterventionalRandomized, Parallel Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)15-01-201431846InterventionalRandomized, Parallel Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)31-01-20141, 231InterventionalRandomized, Parallel Assignment; for TreatmentDouble (Participant, Investigator)05-02-20141, 25InterventionalSingle Group Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)01-06-20142, 3202InterventionalRandomized, Parallel Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)01-11-2014233InterventionalRandomized, Parallel Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)01-12-20142164InterventionalSingle Group Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)29-12-2014245InterventionalSingle Group Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)12-01-20152102InterventionalSingle Group Assignment; for OtherNone (Open Label)01-05-2015240InterventionalSingle Group Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)16-12-2015198InterventionalNon-Randomized, Parallel Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)31-12-2015300ObservationalProspective Cohort01-03-201627InterventionalSingle Group Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)01-04-20162200InterventionalNon-Randomized,Single Group Assignment; for Basic ScienceNone (Open Label)15-04-2016280InterventionalRandomized, Parallel Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)14-09-20162780InterventionalRandomized, Factorial Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)13-02-20172257InterventionalRandomized, Parallel Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)05-10-20173500InterventionalRandomized, Parallel Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)14-06-2018Not Applicable33InterventionalSingle Group Assignment; for OtherNone (Open Label)01-03-2019152InterventionalSequential Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)14-03-20192190InterventionalRandomized, Parallel Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)01-04-2019252InterventionalNon-Randomized, Parallel Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)01-04-20191, 267InterventionalNon-Randomized, Parallel Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)27-05-2019239InterventionalSingle Group Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)01-06-20192240InterventionalNon-Randomized, Parallel Assignment; for Supportive CareNone (Open Label)27-06-2019246InterventionalSingle Group Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)01-07-20192207InterventionalRandomized, Parallel Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)01-07-201921920InterventionalRandomized, Parallel Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)01-03-2010136InterventionalNon-Randomized, Parallel Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)21-06-201150ObservationalProspective Cohort01-07-20132220InterventionalRandomized, Parallel Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)01-03-20141198InterventionalNon-Randomized, Parallel Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)10-03-2014Not Applicable50InterventionalSingle Group Assignment; for DiagnosticNone (Open Label)01-11-2014290InterventionalNon-Randomized,Single Group Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)01-01-201543000ObservationalProspective Cohort05-02-20152120InterventionalNon-Randomized, Parallel Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)01-04-20152150InterventionalRandomized, Parallel Assignment; for PreventionNone (Open Label)01-04-2015176InterventionalNon-Randomized, Parallel Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)01-04-201526452InterventionalNon-Randomized, Parallel Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)12-08-20153270InterventionalRandomized, Parallel Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)01-09-201531366InterventionalRandomized, Parallel Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)01-12-2015220InterventionalSingle Group Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)15-07-2016230InterventionalNon-Randomized,Single Group Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)01-11-2016260InterventionalRandomized, Parallel Assignment; for OtherNone (Open Label)29-11-2016252InterventionalRandomized, Parallel Assignment; for PreventionNone (Open Label)31-01-20171, 243InterventionalSingle Group Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)28-04-2017120InterventionalSingle Group Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)22-05-2017250InterventionalSingle Group Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)13-06-20173496InterventionalRandomized, Parallel Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)21-06-20172400InterventionalRandomized, Parallel Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)26-06-201725ObservationalProspective Cohort01-08-20172100InterventionalRandomized, Parallel Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)02-08-20173480InterventionalRandomized, Parallel Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)28-08-2017700ObservationalRetrospective Cohort01-12-20171, 236InterventionalSingle Group Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)20-12-20171, 299InterventionalNon-Randomized, Parallel Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)29-01-2018233InterventionalSingle Group Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)21-02-2018Not Applicable78InterventionalNon-Randomized, Parallel Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)23-02-2018Early 124InterventionalNon-Randomized, Parallel Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)06-04-2018Not Applicable340InterventionalRandomized, Parallel Assignment; for PreventionNone (Open Label)01-08-20183650InterventionalRandomized, Parallel Assignment; for OtherNone (Open Label)07-09-20181100InterventionalSingle Group Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)05-11-20182140InterventionalRandomized, Crossover Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)19-12-20183224InterventionalRandomized, Parallel Assignment; for TreatmentDouble (Participant, Care Provider)11-01-201963ObservationalRetrospective CohortNone (Open Label)22-01-20192174InterventionalRandomized, Parallel Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)25-01-2019275InterventionalRandomized, Parallel Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)30-01-20192462InterventionalSingle Group Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)27-02-20193600InterventionalRandomized, Parallel Assignment; for TreatmentTriple (Participant, Care Provider, Investigator)12-03-20192144InterventionalRandomized, Parallel Assignment; for TreatmentNone (Open Label)16-04-2019[^4][^5]
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[^1]: **Notes:** Key eligibility criteria, trial arms (regimens), and primary outcome of mainly evidential clinical trials for pertuzumab.

    **Abbreviations:** HER2, Human epithelial growth factor receptor 2; IHC, immunohistochemistry; FISH, fluorescence in situ hybridization; PS, performance status; LVEF, left ventricular ejection fraction; Per, pertuzumab; Tra, trastuzumab; DTx, docetaxel; FEC, fluorouracil, epirubicin, and cyclophosphamide regimen; CBDCA, carboplatin; PFS, progression-free survival; IDFS, invasive disease-free survival; bpCR, breast pathological complete response; LVSD, left ventricular systolic dysfunction.

[^2]: **Notes:** The main adverse effects observed in each trial. Main data were from respective articles,[@CIT0020],[@CIT0039],[@CIT0042],[@CIT0044] and some detailed data were obtained from prescription information with regard to Perjeta^®^. Available from: [<https://www.gene.com/download/pdf/perjeta_prescribing.pdf>]{.ul}.[@CIT0062]

[^3]: **Abbreviations:** Per, pertuzumab; Tra, trastuzumab; DTx, docetaxel; FEC, fluorouracil; epirubicin, and cyclophosphamide regimen; CBDCA, carboplatin.

[^4]: **Notes:** Sorted by the status and trial start date. Data was from ClinicalTrials.gov \[homepage on the Internet\]. Available from: [[https://clinicaltrials.gov/](https://doi.org/10.2147/CE.S217848)]{.ul}. Accessed July 10, 2019.

[^5]: **Abbreviations:** Per, pertuzumab; Tra, trastuzumab; AI, aromatase inhibitor; DTx, docetaxel; PTx, paclitaxel; FEC, fluorouracil, epirubicin, and cyclophosphamide regimen, EC, Epirubicin and cyclophosphamide regimen; AC, adriamycin and cyclophosphamide regimen; HER2, Human epithelial growth factor receptor 2; OS, overall survival; PFS, progression-free survival; pCR, pathological complete response; IDFS, invasive disease-free survival; EFS, event-free survival.
